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IT’S UP TO YOU

This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and 

no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not 

syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those 

of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ …. 

let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have 

any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or 

don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to 

You” or to the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The 

Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies, 

original source unknown. Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your 

copyright please accept our apologies, let us know and we will publish an 

appropriate acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

THE NEWSLETTER 

YOUR TEAM (so far) 

Editor      Mike Hebblethwaite 

Research (internet trawling)   Mike Hebblethwaite 

The fun bits    Mike Hebblethwaite 

     Alek Adamski 

If you would like to join the team and set up a regular (or even occasional) 
feature, please contact the Editor. At the moment this Newsletter is too 
much a “one man band”!  All contributions are welcome. 

CONTACT THE NEWSLETTER 

The Newsletter now has its own e-mail contact address, which is :- 

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com” 

We hope we will have a very full ‘in-tray’ each month!  

Any ideas about what we should include, any contributions you may wish to 
make about yourself and your interests, any news, recommended hobby 
outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome. 

It’s your Newsletter! Use it. 

NEWSLETTER POLICY 

This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available 
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site and 
others. Some of our information is derived from the internet and we try to 
acknowledge sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible 
to trace original sources with the limited facilities that we have and we 
apologise unreservedly in advance for any oversight. 

As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it 
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you 
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway 
modelling. 

MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any 
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to 
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is 
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy. 

With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on 
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our 
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be 
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in 
return. 

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING 

Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial 
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an 
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing 
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article, 
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such 
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified. 

AND FINALLY 

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model 
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and 
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is 
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this 
Newsletter is proud to play its part. 

No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this 
Newsletter is, and always will be, free. 

—————————————————————
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Macclesfield Model Railway Group 
through the On30 Group, supports the development of 

“MegaPoints Controllers” 
for all the latest news, go to:- 

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"

EDITORIAL

I can’t believe it. We topped over 1,000 downloads by June 

11th with last month’s issue! I don’t know how that was 

achieved but it is certainly great news …….

……. and, as you can see from the graphic above, our 

readership is not limited to the UK! Couple that with another 

70 or so downloads from internet sources and we have a 

grand total of 1,008.

By comparison with the previous month (May), which at the 

time was the best yet, this performance is staggering.

With an additional 119 downloads from internet and re-send 

download invitations, the total number of downloads for May 

was a mere 688!

I know from the stats I receive from MailChimp that several 

of you regular readers forward our Newsletter to many of 

your friends, family and colleagues - MailChimp tells me that 

one or two of you have downloaded last month’s Newsletter 

over 100 times! No-one is such an avid reader that they 

would download so many times, nor would they be physically 

able to do so in some of the time-spans reported. Ergo, the 

e-mail invitation has been forwarded!

I’ll let you into a little secret ……. I know who you subscribing 

‘forwarders’ are because each e-mailed invitation to 

download carries an identity (that’s how I know to send a 

second download invitation to those who may have missed 

the first) and when friends, family or colleagues respond by 

opening the forwarded invitation it registers in the forwarding 

subscriber’s name. Simples! What I have no way of knowing, 

of course, is who the Newsletter has been forwarded to.

To those who do forward this Newsletter, I can only thank 

you. You have added a considerable boost to this humble 

offering’s circulation and your support is beyond value. 

Long may you continue to do so!

(JUNE)

(MAY)
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A FURLOUGH REBUILD - WOODLAND 
SCENIC’S FACTORY. 
Neil Fraser

As the new layout (Purgatory Junction) required a reason for 

the line to be built, it required some businesses for the town’s 

folk to work at. I purchased the factory ready built from 

Hattons in Liverpool. It came in a large box with a plastic 

dome covering 

the building. 

On opening 

the box and 

putting the 

building on the 

layout, it 

looked quite 

‘at home’ and 

made the new 

layout start to come together at last. It had lights and a 

loading dock with boxes and doors boxed up and glass in 

crates. It looked finished …… or so we thought!

After it had spent a little time on the layout, the only thing 

wrong was that it was all the wrong way round! The loading 

bays were at the wrong end of the building and the main 

entrance was at the back and was hard to see. So there was 

nothing to do other than pull it apart and rebuild it. After a 

while the building was in several parts after the glue joints 

had been pulled apart. We then rearranged the parts to get 

the best use of all the main bits.

The building 

has a single 

story 

addition that 

was also in 

the way, 

causing the 

building to 

be too deep 

for the space 

we had available on the layout.  The diagram shows the 

original layout of the building (arrows show the position of the  

loading dock)

The rebuilt building had to be narrower so the siding for the 

works would not have to be moved as this would affect the 

station depot positioning further down the layout. The new 

layout for the building could be longer as this would also 

solve the problems of road access and it would be at the 

correct end for the road near the depot. 

After a lot of work filling holes, adjusting the wall panels and 

making a new loading dock out of wooden stirrers, the 

building started to look okay on test fitting all the parts 

together. The panels were cut with a ‘P’ cutter that scores a 

groove in the plastic, this was required as the plastic is very 

thick (about 5-6mm in places) a file was then used to clean 
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up the parts and they were glued with super glue or plastic 

weld.

The next thing was the building lighting. It originally came 

with 4 LEDs to light the building. It looked okay when tried 

when originally built, but now I wanted something better. So 

all the LEDs were removed for future use along with the 

control PCB as it wouldn’t be required. Small nano warm 

white LEDs were purchased from Amazon and came with 

very thin leads and 1k resistors. They’re very small (about 

1mm diameter) and about the correct size for lights in 1:48 

scale. The cables are 0.1mm and very small (Evemodel 

warm white Model C0603WM pack of 20 for £12 and free 

shipping on first order.) Mine came with a 1 K ohm resistor 

for a 12v DC supply. All LEDs require DC to work!

I made some new shades out of brass shim (5 thou sheet) 

about 20mm square. These were then cut half way to the 

middle then I bent the outer ends around so as to have a 

small cone shape which was then soldered to hold its shape. 

Finally these were cut and filed to shape (round-ish!) A small 

hole was then drilled for the conduit.

Small brass tube was then bent to shape to make a swan’s 

neck fitting. It’s easy to do, if you fill the tube with multi strand 

wire first. I used a set of KD coupling pliers to bend the tube 

which support the outer edge when bending. The wires 

inside the tube stop the tube from flattening on the the outer 

edge. I then soldered the shade into position using a jig to 

hold the shade in position. I then pulled the wires out of the 

tube and was then able to grind the tube flush inside the light 

fitting. 
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When fitting to a wall, I made a plate and soldered to the 

tube the distance you want the fitting to hang out, then cut 

the tube about 5 – 10mm to give some support when gluing 

into position. You can then paint the fittings (green shade 

outer, white inner, black support conduit) I then glued in the 

LED. You can put a very small piece of paper behind the led 

and fix with superglue in the middle if the shade. I took the 

wires to a piece of copper clad pcb strip and fitted a resistor 

to the shorter wire (-ve). I then joined on larger stranded wire 

to the supply wires. You must use a DC supply and you can 

use between 5-12v. You can use an old DC power pack … I 

have found the supply is best at about 9v - not too bright.

The building now has 11 LEDs and looks okay when on the 

desk in the dark. The main office has an outside light made 

from an ’N’ gauge road light, the fitting was made with green 

putty to make the correct tear drop shape.

The roof details were added and stairs and steps added the 

roof was repainted after new tar paper was fitted (I used 

some old lining paper cut into strips and overlaps the next 

strip.) 

Overall I think it’s now much better than when purchased and 

should fit the space available on the layout……and I thought 

it would just be put on the layout as bought and be ready to 

use!!

A great example of NOT being limited 
by what it says on the box! 

With a bit of judicious cutting and 
imagination - plus, of course, additional 
lighting and details (e.g. rail loading 
dock), what was a “plastic cube” has 
become a much more fitting building for 
its intended location. 

Looking forward to it ‘opening its doors’ 
for the, currently, jobless population in 
‘Purgatory Junction’! - Ed
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‘BIG STUFF’ WORKBENCH (G1)
Pat Honey

Latest from the workshop!

Last year, from an auction, I acquired a box of 9 very old battered and broken G1 coaches (all scratch built and based on trains 

running in the 70s).

So with help from Neil Sutton I set about re building them into running sets.

These started life as a model of the Glasgow based commuter set with STP, which mainly ran in 3 car sets.

They had folding twin doors but as the bodywork and doors in particular on the ones I had were badly damaged I decided on 

changing them to something more unusual. With modellers licence I have changed their use, as you can see !

I came across pics of these unusual 2 car sets (some ran in BR green) used over night by BR in the 70s running from London 

and Manchester printing bases and they had these shutter doors - I am told that in many cases they did not stop on the delivery 

journey but just slowed down and threw the correct bundles on to the. Platforms - hence the roller shutter doors !

Neil undertook the body side repairs and preparing the different shutter doors to replace the folding type and painting a base 

coat, Steve undertook the supplying of Batteries / sound and RC.
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I have completed the final stages and 

brought it all together.

Top coat painting / Transfers by John Peck 

and matt varnishing to protect paint and 

transfers.

I installed the electrical equipment supplied 

by Steve and in doing so made sure I had 

access to the fuse box from underneath - 

means in the event of a fuse blowing I do not 

have to remove the body each time! Hope you’re all keeping safe and well

More jokes like this at ………


http://www.86259lesross.com/jokes.htm
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NEWSLETTER EXCHANGE

Model Railroad Academy
Though the first entry this month is not, strictly speaking, a 

newsletter and carries an $8 pcm or $59 pa (US) 

subscription, it is a resource that is well worth considering. It 

is a US publication and so concentrates almost exclusively 

on American outline. Don’t let that put you off! Almost all 

aspects of our hobby are covered - track work, wiring, 

scenery, etc - and the information, hints, tips and techniques 

can be universally applied.

There is a free ‘newsletter’ that you can sign up for and the 

details are way down at the botton of their web page!

https://www.modelrailroadacademy.com/?

fbclid=IwAR05e28foIV_QJGmw8Gr965hbnL-

BZHKUtv_cO_SKi31pZhZEopKOtAH6nk#

The following newsletters can all be found by following this 

single link :-

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/20r7eumbti0xzw0/

AADV1eD4uduGaQtj1Whueo5la?dl=0

1) CallBoy

CallBoy is the official newsletter of the Golden Gate 

Live Steamers (Inc)

2) CMRA - June 2020

CaMeRa is the newsletter for the Chiltern Model 

Railway Association and contains of round-up of 

articles and news from member model railway clubs

3) The Killamarsh Weekly Eyestrain (issue 223)

A regular publication by Mike Lynskey featuring loco 

restoration work and other snippets. Well worth 

following progress!

4) Portbay Express

A regular newsletter centred around the work of 

Portarlington Bayside Miniature Railway Inc. 

Contains features on other Australian railways, too!

5) Raildate

This newsletter contains more ‘video listings’ every 

week than our own Pat’s Trawlings features in a 

year!! A real ‘must’ for some great 12”=1ft inspiration.

Unfortunately, the t.v. listings are out of date by the 

time I receive them.

The listings are, in any case, only 

applicable in the UK or via satellite. 

WARNING - square eye risk!!

All links are in BLUE - simply ‘click’!

Simply follow the usual ‘click on the red’ and you’ll be 

transported ‘through the ether’ to:-

6)  RAILTALK MAGAZINE

This weekly publication is absolutely jam-packed with photos   

and short articles. It almost entirely concentrates on British 

railways.

For the latest issue, go to the web page and from Categories 

select Railtalk magazine and ‘click’ latest issue.

More information and how to subscribe see the web page 

menu bar.

If you have, or know of, a newsletter that you’d 
like to include in this exchange, please get in 

touch 

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"
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PAT’S TRAWLINGS

Another great selection of videos for you this month, but we 

begin with something a little different. How many of you know 

the tubular Britannia Bridge across the Menai Staits linking 

mainland Wales to Anglesey and remember the fire that 

nearly destroyed it? You can refresh your memories with this 

great article ………

http://www.nwrail.org.uk/nwnews.htm

Hermann Göring was well known for his extravagant tastes 

and his looting of fine art for his own ‘collection’. His personal 

train was no less extravagant …….

https://youtu.be/nMc3Kw9aNEs 

……. and here’s a great selection of videos

1)  Heavy Freight; 59000s/101s/201s 1994-97. Various 

liveries

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boXqd41M-T8

2)Taking the waters in the High Peak
Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DscBoHvGwg4


Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsZ439T27lY


Part 3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUUw4yyPGJ0


Part 4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdOB68DgZK4


3)  LMS 48151 Stanier Workhorse


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52wZ4xRXw1M


4)  For all you US steam fans, how about this UP Challenger 

hauling containers in 1990


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XhgHrDbN4EU


5)  Brand new bullet train being shunted by a steam 

locomotive!


https://twitter.com/msmsaifullah/status/

1260886503984488448


6)  Fox avoiding footbridge and ticket checks at York


https://twitter.com/LNER/status/1260465604546494465


7)  The Canadian (Train #2) departing Vancouver - this is a 

compilation video. It’s a long time since we ran passenger 

trains anywhere near this length in the UK!


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUhO5i3Hlxk


There have been many novel ways that people have been 

fund raising during this Covid-19 crisis and lockdown, but 

this one is so typically ‘British’ it just had to be included …..


https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-52485423


Lineside maintenance can also be a problem during these 

difficult times, especially for preserved and heritage lines, 

but not so for the Talyllyn Railway in mid-Wales ……..


https://www.shropshirestar.com/entertainment/mid-wales-

entertainment/2020/05/01/donkey-work-under-control-at-

heritage-railway/


Hope you enjoy this month’s selection and don’t suffer too 

much from square eyes as a result!


As ever, if you’ve come across any interesting video clips, 

articles or features during your own trawlings, please send 

them in and well include them in this column - Ed

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:- 

ABC Model Railways 
‘Always on the right track’ 

tel:-    07813 031152 
e-mail:-    abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk 

web:-    ‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:- 

“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY” 

Hubbardston 

MA, USA 

(1) 978 928 5128 

specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30 

‘narrowgaugemodeling.com' 

and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling 

Company’
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‘LOCKDOWN’ EXPERIMENT

Alek Adamski

This is a shot of a micro-weathering project I've been playing 

with. The before and after. The before is a cheap ‘del Prado’ 

static model which can be bought for a couple of pounds on 

ebay. Clearly it is N gauge(ish) 1:160.

I sprayed it gloss black (as that's what I had available at the 

time) and then oversprayed it with matt(ish) varnish. Then 

black, brown and rust weathering powders. Thin white acrylic 

paint streaks and then revarnished it matt. Finally real coal 

was glued in place. 

Hope this amuses and stimulates others to try.

MMRG - COVID-19 UP-DATE

Mike Hebblethwaite


The continued uncertainty about when we will all have ‘free 

movement’ again as a result of this Covid-19 pandemic 

means that, essentially, it is anyone’s guess when the club 

rooms will re-open. There are some encouraging signs with 

shops now opening, but pubs, clubs and places of ‘social 

gatherings’ are, only now, being allowed to slowly re-open 

with limitations and with extensive precautions in place.


We finally moved into the 21st century and convened a 

‘Zoom’ committee meeting (that was a novel experience!) at 

which the general concensus was that the Club would 

probably not re-open, at the earliest, until we reach the later 

part of Stage 3 restriction easing.


Even then there may be strict rules applied with regard to 

social distancing, the wearing of face masks, sanitising 

surfaces such as the kitchen worktops, door and toilet flush 

handles, and so on. It is, of course, not possible to sanitise 

the layouts that people are working on, so the wearing of 

gloves may be mandatory. We will also, of course, have to 

have available a supply of hand sanitisers and wipes. We 

might have to think of the clubroom more as being an 

operating theatre and the layouts as patients and all that 

entails …….. but, perhaps, without the ‘scrubs’!


The situation, as you will understand, is apt to change 

quickly but is, none-the-less, entirely dependent upon the 

success (or otherwise) of each preceding stage in the 

Goverment’s easing of restrictions. 


All we can do is keep our fingers crossed that people in 

general will continue to act responsibly and so ensure that 

we avoid any resurgence in infections.


We are closely monitoring developments and will keep you 

informed as best we can. Any change to our current “limited 

access” status will be reported here, on our Club web site 

and FaceBook page. 11



‘LOCKDOWN’ MODELLING
Phil Mason

Why not go to your local model shop? 

“Come on, don't be silly, it was closed!", I hear you cry. 

But, in true pantomime fashion, I'll answer "Oh no it wasn't". 

And you can reach it in isolation. It's there in your loft/attic/

railway room or garage. Oh come on, admit it, you must have 

a box or drawer with unmade kits or bits in and you'd be 

surprised at some of the bargains to be had! 

Look, there’s a sheet of Plastikard for 26p, I’ll have that! And 

N gauge BRUTEs, I need some of those. Also hidden in 

there somewhere were loco lamps. I’ve been adding those to 

my steam fleet as well as crews.

It’s little details, like that, that can bring your models to life. 

So get to that (very) local model ‘shop’, have a ferret around 

and do some ‘lockdown modelling’ …………. and don’t forget 

to drop the Ed a few piccies of your results! 

Have fun, stay safe and stay well

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“THE MODEL CENTRE” 

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,  

YO22 5LF 

01947 899125 

“www.themodelcentre.com"

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“TRIDENT TRAINS” 

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre, 
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,  

CW5 7LG 

01270 842400 

www.tridenttrains.co.uk

Editor’s Note - What have you been doing with your 
hobby during the ‘lockdown’? Please, tell us all about 
it. What you’ve been doing may just be the inspiration 

that a fellow modeller has been waiting for!
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BREAKING NEWS

RAIL STACKING SYSTEM FAILS

IT’S BEHIND YOU! 

CAPTAIN KIRK SENT FOR INTER-GALACTIC 
MAP READING REFRESHER COURSE

SEARCH TEAMS CALLED IN FOR MISSING 
METRO TRAIN

SCOTRAIL TO BUILD TOWN TO SERVE 
STATION

RAIL COMPANIES TO ENCOURAGE ‘SOCIAL 
DISTANCING’ ON TRAINS

✰

Sent in by Alek Adamski - his homour’s as bad as 
mine! Have you got any Breaking News? - Ed✰
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OVER TO YOU

Hi Mike,

I’ve been attending the Macclesfield Show for the last 

several years and have thoroughly enjoyed them all. You put 

on a remarkably good show for a small club and, I have to 

say, it’s probably one of the best in our part of the country.

I attended your last excellent show and I know we were very 

lucky as it was probably one of the best and last in the 

country before the shut down.

I know that some clubs are not organising shows for the rest 

of this year. Do you know when they will start again? Will 

there be a show in Macclesfield next year?

I hope so.

Kind regards

Keith Purlham

Hello Keith,

Thank you so much for your kind words about our annual 

show in Macclesfield. We do try very hard to exhiibit the best 

layouts available and to have ‘something for everyone’…… 

and, yes, we have already started the planning for our show 

next year. We all hope that your annual visits will become 

several years  + 1! Of course, much depends on how we, as 

a country, control the Covid-19 virus and avoid any increase 

in infection rates.

You asked if I know when exhibitions will start re-opening 

again and, I’m afraid, that is one question to which I cannot 

provide a definite answer! 

Most, if not all, model railway clubs that host an annual 

exhibition do so to raise funds for the club. Any ‘profits’ from 

the show help toward the costs of hiring club rooms, paying 

for utilities and, maybe, subsidising club membership fees. 

Annual exhibitions take a lot of organising and there are 

costs involved even before the doors are open to the 

public…. the venue has to be be booked, fliers, posters and 

brochures printed, advertising has to be paid for, hotels 

booked for visiting exhibitors, and so on. Even in ‘normal’ 

times, clubs are taking a financial gamble against the 

expected returns at the door. Planning a show takes time 

and there are expenses involved along the way.

Many clubs who would normally hold their shows during the 

late summer and autumn have no way of knowing if those 

shows will even be allowed to go ahead. If they have already 

begun to ‘commit’ to their show financially, then a 

cancellation would create a financial millstone. Rather than 

run that risk, many clubs are not committing themselves to 

an annual show this year. The cancellation of Wigan’s annual 

show is a good case in point. It is a big show and, 

consequently, there are big bills to be met during the lead up 

preparations. Even if things run smoothly, there is still the 

one question it is impossible to answer ……. will we be 

allowed to hold exhibitions even in October with hundreds of 

people in close proximity at the same time? Will there be 

restrictions (social distancing, limited numbers, etc) that 

make it impossible to hold an exhibition that actually makes 

any money? Wigan took the (financially and socially) 

responsible decision to ‘abandon’ their show this year. There 

are very few clubs, I would guess, that are prepared to take 

the gamble when failure could be so disastrous financially. 

Insurance companies, not surprisingly, are not offering any 

cover for the cancellation of shows as a result of restrictions/

closures brought about by this Covid-19 pandemic.

With our show scheduled for March next year, we are in the 

fortunate position of being able to monitor developments 

whilst we ‘assemble’ our show. We do not reach the point of 

having to make any significant financial commitments until 

much later this year. By that time we will know if this virus 

has a seasonal cycle - i.e. it subsides during the summer 

because people spend so much more time outside and 

returns when people start to ‘hibernate’ indoors in confined 

spaces.

Touch wood - hopefully all the efforts we have already made 

have helped to bring this virus under control and the 

availability of new vaccines, treatments and tracking will help 

to bring life back to something approaching ‘normal’ and that, 

I’m afraid, is the best my ‘crystal ball’ can offer you by way of 

an answer to your question.

Take care, stay safe and stay well.
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LOCKDOWN PIPE DREAMS
Mike Hebblethwaite

As Editor I get to read articles before they are published and 

many of them strike a chord with me. Such was the case with  

Phil’s Deltic article and his ’N’ scale crane. He’d waited a 

long time for his crane!

Why did they, particularly, strike a chord?

As you are by now aware, I am somewhat drawn to the 

‘quirky’ and the unusual and I have a definite soft spot for 

box cab diesels that goes way back to my H0 days - over 35 

years ago!

At the time I was ‘into’ American outline and had a special 

interest in the AT&SF railroad and had collected more than 

30 different steam locomotives and not a few F3s and the 

like. What I did not have was a Roundhouse box cab!

Almost all of my 

American H0 has 

now gone but I’m 

still fascinated by 

that darned box 

cab.

With the switch 

(eventually!) to 

0n30, I lost sight 

of ever having a 

box cab………

unless I built one and, perhaps, the ‘anything goes’ in 0n30 is 

the spur I need……and I just love all those rivets! To that 

end, I did some preliminary sketches a while ago for a unit 

that could make use of a Mehano Teknika SW1500 HO 

chassis that I’ve had kicking around for years in the ‘what-

the-Hell-am-I-going-to-do-with-this’ box.

These early concept sketches - they’ve been ‘filed’ for yonks 

(some 6 years!!) - look as though this may become a feasible 

project, though some ‘adjustments’ and tidying up are 

necessary! 

Problem? Do I base it on Alco, Ingersoll-Rand or go with the 

‘0n30 anything goes’ approach and build a complete one-off?

Only time will tell…..which, hopefully, won’t be another 6 

years from 

now!!

MDC Roundhouse

Box Cab (HO)
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MORE ‘LOCKDOWN’ MODELLING
METCALFE KITS - A RETROSPECTIVE
Phil Mason
Rooting in my drawers provided one or two unmade Metcalfe 

kits and a reminder that I'd not finished a mill set I'd started a 

few years back. 27 years back!

Metcalfe go back quite a long way now, around 30 years at a 

guess. The earliest kit was, I believe, an N gauge model of 

Embsay station. It was soon followed by Hellifield loco shed 

and a pack containing a full suite of buildings for a complete 

Settle-Carlisle station. At the time, I found this intensely 

annoying because I'd scratch built the same things a few 

years earlier! 

The kits were simple, but fantastic value in those days. Three 

big buildings, three or four small ones and a chimney for just 

a few quid and it included a free snap off knife. You could 

use the printed sides as they were or cut out the windows, 

doors and lintels and add gutters and fall pipes to make a 

really professional job. 

The great thing for many people was that, being based in 

Skipton, Metcalfe were now producing the first models of 

northern prototypes. This big mill complex was no exception. 

This pack also included a chimney, water tower, lift shaft and 

loading bays! 

It wasn't long before Metcalfe moved to fill a demand for 

more detailed kits from the 'average modeller'. To be honest, 

you needed to be highly skilled to make a really good job of 

the early ones and these later kits (what I call 'gen 2') were 

just the ticket. They featured pre-cut parts, separate doors 

and see through windows. 

This is the 'bus garage' I'm building to use as a large goods 

depot. 

These mill buildings are also a 'gen 2' kit. 
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Metcalfe have now moved on again and are now into 'gen 3' 

with precision laser cut parts. 

Unfortunately, the price has risen in line with quality and, 

whilst not over-priced, they are no longer firmly in the budget 

category. 

I do miss the scope and simplicity of those 'gen 1' kits, 

though, and the fact that northern man could fill the empty 

space on his layout for very little outlay. Lock me in a 

caravan on a wet day with one of those early kits and a 

straight edge and I'm happy as Larry!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop) 

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, 
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY 

01625 850427

————————————————————————————
NOW THIS IS A LOCO SHED!! 
Alek Adamski 

Wouldn’t we all just like the space (and the skiils!) to build 

this beauty?


I’d need two pandemic ‘lockdowns’ just to plan this beast - 

never mind build it! - Ed
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……… BUT WHERE IS IT? This imposing station is your location challenge this month. 

To help you, here’s a few clues …….

1) This station was originally built in 1848 in a ‘Tudor’ style to 

match the public school (now re-located) on the opposite 

side of the road.

2) It was jointly operated by the GWR and the LNWR

3) Several of its platforms extend over a river

4) It counts a castle and a prison as its next door neighbours

5) The station building was extended between 1899 and 

1903 by building a new floor …….. underneath the original 

building!!

……. can you identify this station?

The answer, as always, is on page 20.
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SOUND FAMILIAR?
MIke Hebblethwaite

Oh for an endless budget and the space to build the model 

railway of my dreams but, unfortunately, I have neither! I 

haven’t got enough space to be able to build even a small 

shelf layout and my budget, since retiring, is such that I can 

no longer afford to haunt the model shops or the internet to 

buy the latest (and, more often than not, expensive) 

offerings. Mine is definitely a hobby on a budget! That is why 

I’m drawn increasingly toward scratch building my rolling 

stock and either scratch building or ‘bashing’ second hand 

locos - it is so much cheaper and I, at least, end up with 

models that suit my interests and needs. I’m also very 

fortunate in belonging to MMRG’s 0n30 group, so I do have 

the opportunity to build models and have somewhere to

display/use them to some practical purpose and I do derive 

a great deal of enjoyment from that.

Like most railway modellers, my introduction to the hobby 

was through (in my case) late 1950s/early 1960s Tri-ang 

train sets mounted on an 8’x4’ sheet of plywood. It wasn’t a 

very realistic layout but I just loved watching the trains go 

round. I still do and I’m known to still ‘humph’ at exhibition 

layouts where there is not enough movement!

The two photos below are of the same Hornby track plan 

but with two different interpretations. Both encourage 

running trains (that gets my vote!) with some shunting for 

added interest (vote number 2!). Both have been built on 

(roughly) 8’x4’ boards - did they dive into my late teenage 

skip?? - and they, more than likely, are of a size that most 

‘home’ modellers can accomodate. I’ve seen some 

ingenious methods for ‘hiding’ layouts over the years when 

they are not in use …… and I’m of a mind that they are more 

to do with placating C.O.s than returning space to more 

‘normal’ use after a running session!

Those are my thoughts, in a ‘nutshell’, on the hobby for what 

they are worth….but, if you read this Newsletter you will 

already be well aware of them.

This, however, 

is not my 

Newsletter - it 

is your’s! It 

belongs to 

every reader, 

and it matters 

little whether 

you are in the 

UK, USA, 

Germany, 

Holland, 

Australia or 

anywhere else 

on this planet, 

we’d like to 

hear about what YOU enjoy in this great hobby of ours. 

Please, spare an hour or so and send in a couple of photos 

and tell us about your hobby.
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MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :- 

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM” 

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY 

0161 928 5940 

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

…But where is it? 
Shrewsbury station.

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

Newsletter:-

e-mail “MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

telephone 07761 122126

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

web site ‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail ‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone 07796 457978

07761 122126

Twitter www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model 

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red 

link above.

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

Chairman Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer Ian Sheldon

Secretary Tom McDonough

Member reps Colin Moores

Tony Hallatt

Steve Nixon

Gerry Ogden

Andy Clayton

Alan Ashton

Newsletter Editor Mike Hebblethwaite

THE LAST WORD

As we have seen from Neil’s contribution this month, you are 

not necessarily limited by the picture on the box! What is a kit 

but a collection of parts? With a little imagination and a bit of 

courage wielding your saw, those parts can often be re-

arranged to build something that better fits your needs. In Neil’s 

case, his (original) building was far too boxy and simply did not 

fit into the space availble. He’s ‘stretched’ it, reduced its depth 

and created a far more interesting building with its different roof 

levels and all with the parts from one box! 

It’s a good job it worked, by the way, because it was not a 

cheap building to buy! We’re looking forward to it taking its 

place on ‘PJ’ and providing some much needed employment for 

the townsfolk.

Maybe during this ‘lockdown’, like Phil, you have come across 

some useful bits and pieces you’d almost forgotten you’d got 

and have managed to find some use for them after their long 

‘internment’ in your ‘round tuit’ box/drawer/cupboard. If you 

have, we’d love to hear about them!

Then again, maybe you take after Pat and like to ‘refurb’ rolling 

stock and locos. He just loves acquiring ‘big’ things at auctions 

and sales that need, shall we say, a bit of T.L.C. to be brought 

back to life. He does seem to like a challenge, doesn’t he? He 

also seems to spend a chunk of his time in front of his laptop 

screen trawling the internet and we have him to thank for the 

interesting videos that he ‘dredges up’ from the depths of 

t’interweb.

There are a thousand and one ways that our hobby gives its 

participants enjoyment……and every one of them is equally 

valid.

What do you enjoy about your hobby? Could you tell us with a 

couple of photos and a bit of an explanation?

Even if you are like Phil who, at times, likes nothing better than 

his Ferrero Roche chocolates and hides the empty boxes inside 

his locos and buildings (!), we’d love to hear from you.

All it takes is one e-mail.
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